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We reemphasize the momentum dependence of the coefficients of the derivative expansion as already
explained in our paper [1]. We also discuss how the momentum dependence plagues the time-dependent
HALQCD method and what is a necessary condition for the method to yield valid results being
independent of the choice of the interpolating operators.
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Once again we stress the momentum dependence of the
coefficients in the derivative expansion as already
explained in Ref. [1] and how the momentum dependence
affects the time-dependent HALQCD method [2].1 We also
show a necessary condition to obtain valid results from the
method, which should be independent of the choice of the
interpolating operators in the source time slice. Finally we
add some remarks on the various methods which have been
proposed so far to calculate the scattering amplitude.
First of all, k dependence of the expansion coefficient

ViðxÞ of the reduced BS wave function hðx; kÞ is inevitable
in a practical determination by lattice calculations, as far as
the expansion is truncated at some finite order [1]. This is
true even if ViðxÞ is defined in a k independent way in the
derivative expansion with the infinite terms as shown in
Ref. [3]. There is no contradiction between the above two
points. Actually, the authors in Ref. [3] admit that “In more
realistic cases with higher order derivative terms in Eq. (2),
the phase shift δðkÞ calculated from V0;2 as constructed in
Eqs. (6) is exact at q ¼ k and k0, and is only approximate
at other q.” In other words, the coefficients are varied when
the input momenta,2 k and k0 in this case, are changed. This

is exactly a statement that the coefficients depend on the
input momenta used in the practical determination.
Related to the above issue, we comment on another

statement in Ref. [3]: “The primary confusion of Ref. [1]
originates from a claim that Vðr;kÞ in Eq. (1) is replaced
by Vðr;qÞ even for q ≠ k in the HAL QCD method. Such a
replacement however has never been introduced in the
HAL QCD method.” In our paper [1] we cannot find such a
claim that Vðr;kÞ is replaced by Vðr;qÞ even for q ≠ k in
the HALQCD method. What we pointed out in Ref. [1] is
abuse of the potential determined by the HALQCDmethod.
In the leading order HALQCD method, for example,
hðx; kÞ is approximated by only one term V0ðxÞ and the
scattering phase shifts for the wide range of the momentum
region are presented by solving the Schrödinger equation
with V0ðxÞ. In principle, however, this procedure can afford
to give a correct result only at the input momentum used in
the determination of the potential, while it is not so in other
momenta. To make matters worse, the input momentum,
where the correct results should be obtained, cannot be
determined from the time-dependent HALQCD method as
discussed below. So we never know at which momentum
the scattering phase shift given by the HALQCD method is
correct.
In Ref. [3] there is a statement on the time-dependent

HALQCD method [2]: “In practice, the time-dependent
HAL QCD method based on the Euclidean-time (t)
dependence of the hadronic correlation function is a useful
equivalent method to treat those states with different
momentums simultaneously, as demonstrated in [7].”
We also need to comment on the method, because it is
based on the assumption that ViðxÞ is independent of k. In
Appendix, we explain how the assumption is used in the
method and what is a necessary condition to obtain a valid
result of ViðxÞ in a practical lattice calculation, where
the expansion of hðx; kÞ is truncated at some finite terms,

1The time-dependent HALQCD method is a procedure in the
HALQCD method to determine the coefficients in the derivative
expansion without specifying the input momenta as explained in
Appendix.

2The input momentum is defined by the energy of interacting
two particles in the finite box so that it is not known a priori and
should be measured in lattice calculations.
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i.e., ViðxÞ depends on k. The valid result means that it
should be independent of the choice of the interpolating
source operators in the correlation functions. This condition
has never been discussed in all the calculations using the
method, see Ref. [4] for example.
In order to obtain valid ViðxÞ with the truncated

expansion, the effective number of elastic scattering states
contributing to the correlation functions must be the same
as the number of the operators, i.e., the number of ViðxÞ in
the expansion. It is exactly the same condition to obtain the
energy from a correlation function matrix using the
generalized eigenvalue problem [5]. Contrary to the claim
of Ref. [4], this condition is generally not satisfied in a
region where the inelastic scattering state contributions start
to become negligible in the correlation functions. If the
condition is satisfied, the time-dependent HALQCD
method is allowed to give the valid ViðxÞ only at the
momenta of the states in the correlation functions, whose
number should be the same as the number of ViðxÞ. In this
case, however, it is a critical defect that the method cannot
specify the momenta where ViðxÞ gives correct scattering
amplitudes, because the values of the momenta cannot be
determined in the method.
We also comment on a statement in Ref. [3] that “In Ref.

[1], there is also a statement that “Therefore, a smearing of
the interpolating operator in the BS wave function gives a
different scattering amplitude from the one obtained from
the fundamental relation, which depends on the smearing
function sðxÞ.” As already shown explicitly in Sec. II. D of
[8], this statement is mathematically incorrect.” What we
have shown in Ref. [1] is that the scattering amplitude with
the smearing interpolating operator3 H̃ðk; kÞ depends on the
smearing function, and differs from the one with the local
interpolating operator Hðk; kÞ. The statement in Ref. [1] is
absolutely correct in the mathematical sense, because the
difference between H̃ðk; kÞ and Hðk; kÞ is explained by the
overall factor depending on the smearing function and the
momentum k.
Finally, we comment on the various methods to calculate

the scattering amplitude, which have been proposed so far.
The finite volume method using the formula connecting

the scattering amplitude and the momentum [6,7] is the best
approach to calculate the amplitude in the sense that it is
obtained from only the input momentum determined from
the two-particle energy in a finite box. The formula is
derived from the BS wave function outside the interaction
range [8,9]. CP-PACS Collaboration has shown that its x
dependence gives the consistent momentum with the one
determined from the two-particle energy [9]. This is a
confirmation that the BS wave function outside the inter-
action range can be used to obtain the scattering amplitude.
In another approach with the use of information of the BS

wave function inside the interaction range, i.e., the reduce
BS wave function hðx; kÞ [1], the scattering amplitude can
be directly obtained through a simple formula called the
fundamental relation [1],

4π

k
eiδðkÞ sin δðkÞ ¼ −

Z
d3xhðx; kÞe−ik⃗·x⃗; ð1Þ

without any assumptions. The first lattice calculation using
this relation [10], has shown that the scattering length
calculated from the above relation agrees with the one from
the finite volume method. A drawback in this approach is
that we need the BS wave function in addition to the input
momentum. On the other hand, it may be advantageous that
this approach is not based on the formula connecting the
scattering amplitude and the momentum: Calculation of the
scattering amplitude of more than two particles might be
easier if we can find a similar relation corresponding to the
fundamental relation of Eq. (1). Since it was derived
through the LSZ reduction formula, its extension to more
than two particles could be straightforward.
The HALQCD method is also classified into the second

approach. However, the procedure to obtain the scattering
amplitude is redundantly complicated than the direct
method proposed in Ref. [1]. The HALQCD method first
determines the potential from the BS wave function inside
the interaction range by fitting the data with some
assumption of the potential form and solves the
Schrödinger equation with the potential as input. Then,
the scattering amplitude is determined from the wave
function obtained from the Schrödinger equation. The
complexity of the method introduces additional serious
systematic uncertainties such as the convergence of the
derivative expansion and inability of specifying momenta
where the correct scattering amplitudes should be obtained.
It is not clear whether the expansion converges or not by
investigating the convergence properties with only a few
terms as in Ref. [4], because it is not a systematic
expansion. Furthermore, it could be possible that the
necessary condition for the time-dependent HALQCD
method is not satisfied as discussed above. The magnitude
of these systematic errors are hardly estimated by the
HALQCDmethod itself, which is a typical feature of model
calculation, so that the results should be always checked by
other methods.
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APPENDIX: TIME-DEPENDENT
HALQCD METHOD

The time-dependent HALQCD method [2] is claimed to
obtain k independent ViðxÞ by solving simultaneous

3This corresponds to a smearing of the sink operator in the
correlation functions in the above discussion.
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equations of two-particle correlation functions on the
lattice. In this Appendix we discuss that such ViðxÞ cannot
be obtained in a practical calculation, and a condition to
obtain valid results, which do not depend on the choice of
the interpolating operators in the source time slice.
The correlation function of the two pions on the lattice

Cnðx; tÞ is expanded by the state with kα

Cnðx; tÞ ¼ h0jπðx; tÞπð0; tÞΩnj0i ðA1Þ

¼
XNα

α¼0

AnαðtÞϕαðxÞ; ðA2Þ

where ϕαðxÞ corresponds to ϕðx; kαÞwith discrete momenta
and AnαðtÞ ¼ Bnαe−Eαt with Bnα ¼ hππ; kαjΩnj0i and E2

α ¼
4ðm2 þ k2αÞ. We only consider elastic two-pion states.Ωn is
a two-pion operator at the source (t ¼ 0). The different index
n denotes different operator ðn ¼ 0;…; NΩÞ, such as oper-
ators using different smearing. Nα expresses the effective
number of the states contributing to Cnðx; tÞ. The number
decreases as t increases, because contributions of higher
energy states are exponentially suppressed by t.
Using a function fðt; mÞ, which satisfies

fðt; mÞAnαðtÞ ¼ k2αAnαðtÞ; ðA3Þ

the sum of the reduced BS wave function is calculated from
Cnðx; tÞ as,

ðΔþ fðt; mÞÞCnðx; tÞ ¼
XNα

α¼0

AnαðtÞhαðxÞ; ðA4Þ

where hαðxÞ ¼ hðx; kαÞ.

1. Infinite term expansion

The coefficient ViðxÞ is defined to be k independent in
the infinite term expansion of hαðxÞ [3] as,

hαðxÞ ¼
X∞
i¼0

ViðxÞΔiϕαðxÞ: ðA5Þ

In this case, the right-hand side of Eq. (A4) can be
expressed by ΔiCnðx; tÞ as,

XNα

α¼0

AnαðtÞhαðxÞ ¼
XNα

α¼0

AnαðtÞ
X∞
i¼0

ViðxÞΔiϕαðxÞ ðA6Þ

¼
X∞
i¼0

ViðxÞ
XNα

α¼0

AnαðtÞΔiϕαðxÞ ðA7Þ

¼
X∞
i¼0

ViðxÞΔiCnðx; tÞ: ðA8Þ

In Eq. (A7) summations for α and n are exchanged thanks
to k independence of ViðxÞ. Since this is the ideal case
using the infinite term expansion, this discussion cannot be
applicable to a practical calculation.

2. Truncated expansion

In the truncated expansion of hαðxÞ with N derivative
terms, the coefficients depend on kα [1],

hαðxÞ ¼
XN
i¼0

ViαðxÞΔiϕαðxÞ: ðA9Þ

Because of the kα dependence of ViαðxÞ, the summations
for n and α are not allowed to be exchanged,

XNα

α¼0

AnαðtÞ
XN
i¼0

ViαðxÞΔiϕαðxÞ ≠
XN
i¼0

ViðxÞΔiCnðx; tÞ;

ðA10Þ

in contrast to the case of the infinite term expansion.
However, the time-dependent HALQCD method expresses
the left-hand side of Eq. (A10) by a similar form to the
infinite term expansion Eq. (A8) with a coefficient V̄iðxÞ,

ðΔþ fðt; mÞÞCnðx; tÞ ¼
XN
i¼0

V̄iðxÞΔiCnðx; tÞ: ðA11Þ

It is apparent that V̄iðxÞ ≠ ViðxÞ from Eq. (A10). For
convenience we define a matrix Mðx; tÞ, whose compo-
nent Mniðx; tÞ ¼ ΔiCnðx; tÞ.
When N ¼ NΩ (the numbers for V̄iðxÞ and Cnðx; tÞ are

the same), if the matrix Mðx; tÞ is a regular matrix, Mðx; tÞ
has its inverse, and then V̄iðxÞ is given as

V̄iðxÞ ¼
XN
n¼0

M−1
in ðx; tÞðΔþ fðt; mÞÞCnðx; tÞ: ðA12Þ

In order to understand V̄iðxÞ determined from the equation,
we represent the equation by vectors and matrices as,

V̄ðxÞ ¼ M−1ðx; tÞAðtÞhðxÞ; ðA13Þ

where we use Eq. (A4), and the components for
V̄ðxÞ; AðtÞ; hðxÞ are V̄iðxÞ; AnαðtÞ; hαðxÞ, respectively.
In the case ofNα ≠ N (the number of the states inCnðx; tÞ

differs from the number of V̄iðxÞ), the matrix AðtÞ does not
have the inverse matrix, so that M−1ðx; tÞ cannot be deco-
mposed into two inverse matricesA−1ðtÞ andΦ−1ðxÞ, where
ΦαiðxÞ ¼ ΔiϕαðxÞ, albeit Mðx; tÞ ¼ AðtÞΦðxÞ. Therefore,
V̄iðxÞ is a function of AnαðtÞ; hαðxÞ, and ΔiϕαðxÞ. It means
that V̄iðxÞ depends on the choice of the operators to
calculate Cnðx; tÞ.
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If AðtÞ is regular with Nα ¼ N, AðtÞ has the inverse, and
then M−1ðx; tÞ ¼ Φ−1ðxÞA−1ðtÞ. In this case, the operator
dependence of V̄iðxÞ disappears,

V̄ðxÞ ¼ M−1ðx; tÞAðtÞhðxÞ ¼ Φ−1ðxÞhðxÞ: ðA14Þ
Although V̄ðxÞ depends on Nαð¼ NÞ and also kα, it gives
the correct scattering amplitudes at only k ¼ kα by solving
the Schrödinger equation [3]. The values of kα, however,
cannot be determined by the time-dependent HALQCD
method.

In order to satisfy Nα ¼ N, one needs to calculate
Cnðx; tÞ in a large t region, where contributions from
higher energy states must be sufficiently suppressed com-
pared to those from the states of α ¼ 0;…; Nα. It might be
also possible to adopt appropriate operators which strongly
couple to the specific states. It is the same condition to
calculate the energy from the matrix of the time correlation
function using the generalized eigenvalue problem [5], or
may be more severe, because it must be satisfied in all x for
precise determination of the potential ViαðxÞ.
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